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Overview
This report provides an overview of the common attributes of current news focused games and interactives. It aims to provide a snapshot of the state of newsgames and related digital media a decade after much of the original work on the topic was produced. It offers observations about the subjects covered, mechanics, aesthetic and experiential qualities of such designed experiences.

This is not meant to be a comprehensive evaluation of ludic news experiences; it is aimed instead to provide a wide topographical view of the landscape of primarily English-language based newsgames and toys produced between 2015 and 2020.

Findings include a relatively limited set of innovations in mechanics for such play and heavy focus on politics, business practices, and empathy. The vast majority of games researched were 2-dimensional games, primarily produced by professional news organizations using HTML5 and JavaScript. Nearly all could be completed in less than 10 minutes and offered only one ostensible level. These news focused experiences predominately employ choose your own adventure or action game mechanics, use a limited color palette, and are most often editorial in nature.

Readers of this report should gain a better understanding of the commonalities of such design. It provides a snapshot of emerging tendencies in the characteristics of newsgames and toys. Much like defining the qualities of a political cartoon, the researchers aim to demonstrate a few aesthetic and experiential characteristics of newsgames and toys.
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Introduction:
Newsgames are generally defined as playable experiences that focus on current topics, often with the aim of applying some type of journalistic principles to their creation. These might include games that aim to editorialize, report, demonstrate, or explain contemporary news topics. Bogost et al. emphasize a wide definition of news games, offering that they are “a broad body of work produced at the intersection of videogames and journalism” [1]. Others like Gonzalo Frasca emphasize the editorial elements of play [3]. Among them is the perspective that offers newsgames as a kind of “simulation meets political cartoon” championed by Treanor and Mateas [14]. More inclusively, Sicart defines them as “games that "utilize the medium with the intention of participating in the public debate" [13]. More recently researchers like Kluas aim to define it through methodical analysis of practice, identifying boundary work [8].

Ultimately, the theme that ties all of these definitions together is the relationship of the designed play experience to contemporary news items, with an aim to impart with journalistic integrity or informed opinion. For this reason and for clarity in writing, the team has chosen the widely applicable definition of work at the intersection of journalism and game design. From the contemporary practice of newsgame creation between 2015-2020, the term allows for a collection of commonly practiced playful designs including not only conventional arcade games and choose your own adventure games, but also playful quizzes and related content.

The most oft referenced early works in the digital domain of newsgames include September 12th [4] and Darfur is Dying[11]. These stand as great examples of such work, but they also give evidence to a commonly narrow definition of newsgames.

Such examples miss some of the wider array of ludic news focused play. If considering the definitions of newsgames as offered, the digital equivalents of the playful quizzes that once filled the printed back pages of a Cosmopolitan magazine, might also fall into a more inclusive categorization of newsgames. Just as Bogost et al reference the crossword as a part of newsgame history, the quizzes that offered feedback on what kind of lover you are or assessed your
dynamic with your friends can also be considered part of this array. While ostensibly not about contemporary news, the reality is that many such quizzes were an echo of contemporary politics, transitioning sometimes toward feminism, but often against [9]. Osterman and Keller-Cohen, in particular argue that the “quiz, apparently playful feature in these magazines, is not as harmless as it appears to be” [9]. In the first chapter of Bogost, Ferrari’s and Schweizer’s Newsgame book, they remind their reader that “games have been a part of the news for almost a century, since the first ‘word cross’ puzzles appeared in the New York Sunday World in 1913.” All such play, whether crossword quiz or love tester, are intertwined with the history of news and audience.

Scholars of newsgames may argue that such ludic quizzes are not in fact games, but another type of interaction. It is therefore more inclusive to describe the research contained in this paper as involving primarily newsgames and news toys. As explained in the diagram to the left, there is an easy way to differentiate designed based on the amount of play supported and the formal play structure. At the base is an interactive, simply any experience that allows a user to act and provides feedback. A toy adds support for play in that interaction, and a game structures the play of a toy into a full fledge game, typically with a win or lose condition [7]. This definition seems to support the ways in which news organizations both flirt with and commit to newsgames as solutions.

When the bulk of digital newsgames research was first published such play was considered new and novel, despite the clear observations that some sorts of news-toys (e.g. quizzes) had existed in digital form. Researchers offered both speculation on potentials and propensities (Bogost, et al.) as well as case studies [16], [12], [15]. Such case study analysis continues [12] alongside some critique of the current state of such work [5].

Since its introduction the idea has become less novel and its practice has been undertaken by a wider array of practitioners. It, like many solutions subject to a hype cycle, may have experienced a rise and fall. As Maxwell Foxman puts it in
2015, “after a surfeit of investment in the second half of the 2000s, newsgames lost favor with producers and financiers” [2]. He offers that the source of this decline includes “the paucity of fun newsgames, the insularity of serious newsgame designers within the game design world, and the ubiquity of independent games which could address news subjects but didn’t necessarily abide by journalistic principles” [2].

The simple COVID-19 Trivia Quiz and the BBC’s Syrian Journey demonstrate the range of news games, from simple playful quizzes to complex choose your own adventure games.

It is clear, that while there was a healthy collection of seminal work on the promise of news games, there is a need to address the issues identified. This research sets out to take a snapshot of the current status of newsgames to help address some of those issues. Namely, by providing a snapshot of the state of newsgames we hope to decrease the insularity of the practice, supporting an increased understanding of what makes newsgames fun or engaging, and how journalism organizations and indie games have addressed abiding by journalist principles.

Instead of aiming to provide a comprehensive view of the practice, this work aims to provide a snapshot of the current state of practice in newsgame design and implementation. It is done so to help both researchers and practitioners understand where the practice has moved since the now decade-old seminal work was first published.

One of the expected benefits of such work is in aiding the community of practitioners in understand what has already been done and how it’s been done. For individuals and teams starting such work there are few comprehensive and up to date resources to see the contemporary state of practice. Newsgames are
offered, in part, as a subset of collections offered by organizations like the Games for Change game collection (http://www.gamesforchange.org/games/) and other serious games website collections.

The challenges with such resources are many. First, they are often self-selecting. The individuals behind a game choose to submit their work to such organizations for inclusion. This does little to address “the insularity of serious newsgame designers within the game design world” [2]. For this reason, this team of researchers sought newsgame work beyond that which is listed in common clearinghouses and for which game design awards have been given. The aim is not to analyze that which the games community is already familiar, but to expand the games community’s awareness of what news organizations have done (and vice-versa).

In compliment, the researchers produced a publicly available website, JournalismGames.org, that allows researchers to view the work from which this research was conducted. This includes the ability to produce their own queries on the same data the researchers collected on newsgames and toys. In the end, the goal is to provide transparency and increase accessibility.

By archiving the games, through image, text and video the researchers aim to support the ability of new practitioners and researchers examining the history of newsgames and considering engaging in their own project. It is hoped such archiving, in both publication and website, will help with addressing insularity. In the least, it is hoped that such work will help designers and developers avoid repeating past mistakes, while moving the practice forward.
Research Methodology

The researchers collected 50 games which rest within the conventional understanding of newsgames or news toys as defined in the introduction. These games were somewhat chosen at random, although the data set excluded games that were created as part of game jams or that failed to have a substantial play record (considered to be 10,000 or more plays as listed publicly). A list of more than 100 such games was paired down to 50 by reviewing news articles describing new releases in the newsgame space and culling case study analysis provided through prior research [2], [6]. Each of these experiences was played to completion, screen captured, and catalogued for this research. The data was collected in a relational database, the contents of which are provided at JournalismGames.org for further analysis by other researchers.
Findings
To capture data about the general experience offered for players, the researchers aimed to describe the designs aim, the topics covered in the experience, and the general game mechanics delivered. Each received a primary and secondary categorization of the work’s intention as either media literacy, documentary, reportage, playable infographic, alternative reporting tool, quiz or editorial. The basic criteria for these categorizations was adapted from Bogost et. al’s categorizations, to mean [1]:

- **Media Literacy** (2 games): experience designed to increase players understanding of news media, typically around understanding information sources as they relate to mis-information and dis-information.

- **Documentary** (5 games): work designed to provide a journalist documentary of a person, population or event with an aim toward historical record.

- **Reportage** (3 games): designs aiming to report contemporary news through a ludic experience, as opposed to offering a documentary, reportage games convert what would typically have been a journalist experience into a playable experience. Reportage games are often the product of derived from an aggregate set of articles or a news series.

- **Infographic** (4 games): visual data toys typically meant to convert numerical data sets into ludic visual representations

- **Alternative Reporting** (4 games): experienced provided as an alternative means to understanding a complimentary traditional article. Alternative reporting work is typically offered in parallel to an article as a way of experiencing the content in the article.

- **Quiz** (8 games): Ludic quizzes, often derived around understanding self, but sometimes designed to help the player match themselves to some news item (e.g. which kind of Olympic athlete could you be, which political candidate matches your values, etc).

- **Editorial** (24 games) ludic work whose journalistic distance and efforts to provide fair and balanced reporting are subsumed by the work’s intention to sway the player toward a strongly biased, often critical perspective.
The games were also categorized for their topical focus. The three most popular topics were politics (24% or 11 games), corporate business practices (14% or 7 games), and games focused on producing empathy for specific populations (14% or 7 games). Other topics included budget management, sports and adventure, all of which accounted for 8% or 4 games each in the set.

It’s also useful to understand the mechanics that are used in such games. The most common in the set was choose your own adventure games at 44%, like Vox Media’s College Scholarship Tycoon (https://apps.voxmedia.com/graphics/vox-college-admissions-game/) and Vice’s choose your own adventure, Renting (https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/9ke547/choose-your-own-adventure-renting). Arcade action was 20% (or 10 games), with games like Every Arcade’s Bomb the Right Place (https://everydayarcade.com/games/bomb-the-right-place) emblematic of such play. The third most group were quizzes, like Could you be Speaker (https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/could-you-be-speaker-house-of-commons-bercow-xck6lxv98) of which there were 6 (12%). Others included playful calculators and strategy play.
Who Makes Newsgames and Toys?

From the dataset, 18 news organizations, 3 financial services institutions, 3 social responsibility non-profits, 2 universities and 2 news game organizations, produced the work. The news organizations included traditional news standards like the New York Times and the Washington Post, new media organizations like Vox and Vice, and largely state monitored sources like the Straights Time in Singapore. Everyday Arcade and Persuasive Games were the most prolific of all.

Given the English language selection, the work was primarily produced by organizations in the USA and UK, although work was also produced in The Netherlands, Singapore, and Brazil. Some games were offered in multiple languages.
Experience

Beyond cataloging the stated aims of each, the researchers noted a variety of experiential characteristics of the games to better understand the shape of such designs. 35, or 70% of the games, could be completed in 5 minutes of less. Eight games, or 16% of the data set could be completed between 5-10 minutes. Figure 2 illustrates the length of play.

Exactly 50% of the games, or 25 of them, offered audio and the other half did not. The 90% (or 45) of the experiences were made playable through HTML5 and JavaScript, typically as output through tools like Twine, Construct 3, or other game building tools. The remaining 10 were flash playable games, which also represented the oldest games in the set (dating to 2014 or earlier).
Aesthetics

Understanding the aesthetic patterns of the games helps provide a glimpse into their design. 76% of the experiences, or 38 of them, were 2-Dimensional. 12%, or 6 games, used real-life photography or video. 3 games provided no graphics at all, 2 were offered in a locked isometric perspective (similar to 2.5 D), and only 1 game in the data set was 3D.

Examples of 2D, 2.5D Isometric and 3D representations in games and forms as natural, abstract and geometric.
The colors used to represent the games were dominated by bright color palettes (28 games or 56% of the data set). These games used colors with high hue and or brightness. The next largest group, at 26% or 13 games, used dark palettes. Another 9 games, or 18%, had neutral color palettes.

Bright Color Palette: EpiPen Tycoon

Dark Color Palette: The Amazon Race

Neutral Color Palette: The Ocean Game
Observations and Findings

Confirming the definition of newsgame most commonly emphasized by Frasca, Mateas, Treanor nearly half of the games found and studied were editorial games. This may be an indication of some of the expected rhetorical propensities of the medium, but could also be an indication of selection bias, audience response (e.g. editorial games are perhaps more popular), or a myriad of other observations beyond the scope of an analysis of 50 games. Suffice it to say that editorial newsgames and toys are a continued practice more than 10 years after Frasca had first articulated their possibility. The nearly 25 examples in this set came not only from independent designers and small game companies, but also from major news organizations. This is perhaps the most important finding - that the practice of creating editorial newsgames has been adopted by major news sources. This is in sharp contrast to the foundational work which was largely created by individual artists, academic researchers and their game making companies.

It is also likely unsurprising that the most common mechanic in the set were choose your own adventure games. Such games are relatively easy to author in the conventional software environment and skillsets in news organizations. Thanks to tools like Twine, which the team behind Commuter Challenge(https://wamu.org/commuter-challenge/), used, production costs and technical requirements are rather low. The mechanics is also a narrative form with a long and relatively familiar history, which fits well into the storytelling orientation of some news orgs. What’s interesting to note is that choose your own adventure mechanics were not the clear mechanic of choice by much of the seminal newsgame work. Instead, version of action games were more common.

That action is the second most common mechanics is likewise unsurprising, as the action games catalogued are typically translations of action mechanics common to games as early as the 1980’s. Beyond the obvious precedent set by the first generation of newsgame and toy creators, there are likely some practical reasons for this. If design teams need to communicate their plans to make a newsgame or toy to editors, both choose your own adventure and action mechanics are commonly understood and full of decades of examples. American Mall Game (https://www.bloomberg.com/features/american-mall-game/) is a good example of an amalgam of action mechanics with plenty of
historical reference. Of course, what’s most interesting to the community of designers are the novel experiences based on relatively unprecedented mechanics, of which none from the date represented. This could be an indication of a relatively conservative design practice or that such work did not fall in the subset of 50 games studied.

What this snapshot indicates is that while news games and toys are continuing to be built their innovations remain quite limited. The games take mechanics that have been proven engaging over their more than 40-year history and apply them to news topics. This is not necessarily negative as such design also supports a wider ludo-literacy than new mechanics with which players might struggle. It is perhaps an indication of needing to make sure that the designs are not too complicated. Or more likely, just as an article in the USA is often written toward an 8th grade reading level, these games may be designed toward a similar ludo-literacy. Likewise, designers are likely keeping the technographic and psychographic expectations relatively low to assure a wider possible audience.

Many of the designs assumptions about making useful newsgames are affirmed by the experiential characteristics noted. The games are quick to complete (nearly all under 10 minutes). This is likely a decision related to budget, social media share-ability, and meeting the needs of a satisficing audience. The general split in audio uses in these experiences is also a likely a product of technographics and budget. Where it might be strange to find a collection of educational games with only half of the games using audio at all, the small budgets and limited technological expectations may have driven some designers to ignore audio design entirely. It may also be that some platforms used to implement the games, like Twine or basic HTML5, complicate audio usage or that designers considered that some of the games might be played in serious environments (e.g. at work) where players might not want to be surprised by audio.

Surprisingly, the bright color pallets don’t necessarily match the often-dark topics the games cover. This is one of the more surprising findings. The easiest explanation for this is that many editorial games, for example, use bright pallets to create a retro-arcade aesthetic that lampoons the seriousness of the topic. Toys like Thoughts and Prayers (https://www.thoughtsandprayersthegame.com/), for example, focus on gun deaths in the US but employ high contrast reds and yellows (instead of the
blacks and grays that might normally be associated with the topic). This aesthetic choice is common to much of the work of Everyday Arcade, which uses pixilation and 8-bit audio to match the characteristics of late 1980’s and early 1990’s games. It is unclear if the benefit of such decisions is historically referential (aka a classic arcade look) or favored by generation experience (e.g. the designers are of an age when that particular aesthetic was part of childhood), or something else. More interestingly, it may be that just as the political comic has a distinct black and white pen style, newsgames may be developing an aesthetic style that is derived from the low production costs of pixilation and narrow color pallets.

It is from these observations that a kind of convention of aesthetic and experiential attributes for newsgames can be derived. If a political cartoon is defined by its artistic style, satirical content, and a tendency toward hyperbole, it is evident that newsgames and toys are forming their own general characteristics. From our analysis, newsgames tend to be short experiences (i.e. less than 5 minutes) dominated by some rhetorical message (i.e. editorial in nature). The practice seems to have two dominant mechanics, choose your own adventure narratives that impart the myriad of challenging choices in a news item or as arcade games that critique a contemporary news item. The former has a wider set of aesthetic qualities, using either photographs or rendered art to impart it’s narrative. The latter, action-oriented play, tends to employ the simple visual and acoustic aesthetics qualities of 8-bit computer games. These observations may prove useful to designers looking to abide by the successful conventions of prior work or for those who want to break out of convention.
Research Limitations

Obviously a more substantive research analysis would have involved more coders and applied intercoder reliability ratings, as has been done in previous work by the authors. A wider collection of games might also prove useful.

For this work the primary aim was to better support the community of newsgame and news toy makers by providing a snapshot of the characteristics of such experiences. As is often the case with such work, there is always a balance between research time and the ever-shifting landscape of its subject. Between the initial draft of this paper and the completion of data collection one prominent newsgame company changed its name, while other examples have since closed their website. For this reason, the researchers wanted to archive these findings in publication form and through the website as quickly as possible. By analogy, this work is less of a rigorous examination of subject and more of a snapshot of the current state.
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